Correlation between D region structure and antigen-binding specificity: evidences from the comparison of closely related immunoglobulin VH sequences.
A VH region gene is generated from three gene segments, VH, D and JH, separated on the germline chromosome and rearranged during differentiation to generate an active VH gene. The sequence and length variations of the D region are an important source of the antibody diversification. To investigate their role in the antigen recognition, VH sequences of three myeloma proteins (ABE48, UPC10 and MOPC173) having different antigen specificities and whose VH segments were expected to be highly homologous have been determined: cDNA clones containing the structural gene sequences for the three proteins have been constructed. The nucleotide sequences of the three VH regions have been determined. The deduced amino-acid sequences are compared to those of four other myeloma proteins (J539, X44, X24 and T601). The seven proteins have highly homologous VH segments. The comparison points out the correlation existing between the D-region structure and the antigen-binding specificity.